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The Elden Ring is an RPG in a brand new fantasy action game world where a
protagonist revives the dragon’s flame with the power of the All, the shared
element of the Elden. As an Elden Lord, you fight alongside your companions
and allies, and obtain the power to form relationships with other dragon-like
characters known as Dragons. With your allies by your side, you go on a
journey to accumulate the power of the All and become the strongest and
wisest Dragon Lord that the entire world has ever seen. ABOUT MIDORI
ENTERTAINMENT CO., LTD. Located in the Tokyo, Midori Entertainment Co.,
Ltd. is an independent developer, publisher, and operator of on-line game
services and products in Japan. We are devoted to the “Play Culture” of Japan
by providing attractive characters, rich contents, and attractive game design.
Midori Entertainment believes in the philosophy “To create games for players
not for profit”, and has been creating entertaining and highly interactive
games in order to realize the dream of sharing the virtual world. Content on
this page comes directly from press releases and fact sheets provided by
publishers and developers and was not written by the Game Revolution
staff.The new Seine-Nord Est tramway line is enjoying so much positive
feedback from French people and tourists that its cost has been totally
revised. Which, inevitably, is pretty good news for French taxpayers. They will
be relieved to learn that the latest survey of the tram route’s usefulness
shows it has generated 37.6m euros of economic benefits and 5m of
supplementary tax revenue. The money is derived from the number of ticket
sales, the economic activity that naturally results from spending all that
money (which is not, after all, the public purse’s to fund), and a
supplementary tax levied on ticket and TGV passes. There was no word,
however, on the passengers travelling on the tram who are accused of paying
twice. Saving the planet On the other hand, the survey demonstrates that, in
spite of all these economic benefits, the tramway is saving the planet from
pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. No, that is not a typo – the survey
found that passengers going from Gare Saint-Lazare to La Défense via La
Havre-Aval and Nantes-Brest-Grozon were making 70.2m fewer CO2
emissions than if the tram

Features Key:
A Promising Story in a World Full of Excitement
Actively Changing Story and World During Game Play
Up to Four-player Online Action for a Variety of Characters
Two-player Co-op Adventure Dungeons
Online Survival Mode and many More
Note: The above is the text of the press release and is covered by our Privacy Policy.
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